On Thursday 19 May 2022, Professor Fausto-Sterling will give a public lecture titled ‘Feminist approaches to science and medicine: what are they and why do they matter?’ The lecture will start at 18:15 in the UniS Hörsaal followed by a short apéro. The UNis building is at Schanzenbeckstrasse 1. For latest updates on the university’s Covid regulations, please see www.unibe.ch/coronavirus/.

Prof. Dr. Anne Fausto-Sterling is the Nancy Duke Lewis Professor Emerita of Biology and Gender Studies in the Department of Molecular and Cell Biology and Biochemistry at Brown University, USA. She is also the founder and former director of the Science & Technology Studies Program at Brown. Her ground-breaking books include Sexing the Body: Gender Politics and the Construction of Sexuality (2000) and Sex/Gender: Biology in a Social World (2012).